Abstract. We performed quantitative theoretical analysis of the high precision data on the fusion excitation function in the reaction 16 144 O Sm + involving spherical nuclei. For this purpose the model is developed in which the collision process is described by the stochastic dynamical equations with the retarding friction and colored noise. The friction force is supposed to be proportional to the squared derivative of nucleus-nucleus interaction potential. The latter is calculated within the framework of the double folding approach with the density-dependent M3Y [3] . Note that both the problem of the large diffuseness and our dynamical model are relevant for the collision energy domain well above the average Coulomb barrier (only the cross sections 200 mb σ > must be considered). At the lower energies the fusion cross sections possess the structure which is described successfully by the coupled-channel approach [6] .
In Ref. [1] the problem of the apparently large diffuseness of the Woods-Saxon nucleus-nucleus potential needed to fit a large number of precision capture excitation functions was formulated. We presume that the large diffuseness is an artifact masking some dynamical effects. In order to confirm or disprove this presumption we have developed a dynamical model and analyzed several precision capture excitation functions [2] [3] [4] for the reactions involving spherical nuclei. Qualitative results obtained within the framework of a simplified version of the model were published in Ref. [5] .
Here we concentrate on the reaction 16 144 O Sm + and perform the 2 χ analysis of the precision excitation function measured in Ref. [3] . Note that both the problem of the large diffuseness and our dynamical model are relevant for the collision energy domain well above the average Coulomb barrier (only the cross sections 200 mb σ > must be considered). At the lower energies the fusion cross sections possess the structure which is described successfully by the coupled-channel approach [6] .
Our model resembles the one of Refs. [7] [8] [9] : it is the dissipative trajectory model employing the surface friction. There are, however, several differences. First, the potential is very much different: we use the double folding potential based on the microscopically well founded M3Y NN-forces with the finite range exchange part and the density dependence [10] . By our knowledge, this potential was not used before in the dynamical models. Second, in our model, we account for the retarding friction and for the non-Markovian noise.
The nuclei involved in the reaction 16 144 O Sm + are spherical and rather stiff due to their closed shells. That is why we account only for two degrees of freedom corresponding to the radial and orbital motion. The dimensionless coordinates are / = PT q R R and ϕ being the angle between the line connecting the center of force with the fictitious particle at the given time moment and the linear momentum of the fictitious particle at 1 q >> . Here R is the distance between the centers of the colliding nuclei and PT R is equal to the sum of the half density radii: = + PT P T R R R ( P and T denote the projectile and target nuclei, respectively).
The equations describing the collision process read
Here p stands for the linear momentum corresponding to the radial motion; τ which is expected to be of order of 0.1 zs [13] . According to our experience [5] , the orbital motion is significantly slower than the radial motion. Therefore we choose the equations of the orbital motion to have the Markovian shape
Here D F ϕ is the instant (local) dissipative force corresponding to the orbital motion;
L stands for the value of the orbital quantum number which L is relaxing to during its evolution (when L becomes equal to s L the dinuclear system rotates as the solid body); K ϕ denotes the orbital friction strength coefficient. Accounting for only two degrees of freedom is clearly an approximation. Presently more elaborated timedependent Hartree-Fock calculations of the heavy-ion collisions are available (see, e.g., Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] ). In these works it was shown that the nucleon transfers [14] as well as the dynamical reagent deformation and neck formation [16, 17] might be of importance. However, the nucleon transfer is shown to be significant for the sub-barrier collision energies [14] whereas our model is relevant only for the above barrier collisions. According to our calculations [5] and the density in the overlap region is less than 25% of its central value (see, e.g. Figure 9 of Ref. [18] ). For such reactions, the neck certainly appears and the reagents deform but after the capture is decided and therefore beyond the framework of our model.
In the present work we take the density dependence of the M3Y NN forces to have the following form [10] ( ) ( ) In the M3Y double folding potential the nuclear matter density distribution is of crucial importance. The WoodsSaxon profile is used for this distribution:
Because 0 A ρ is extracted from the normalization condition, the distribution is defined by the matter diffuseness A a and the half density radius A R (we take the proton and neutron densities having the same shape). The nuclear charge radius parameter q R is equal to A R whereas the matter diffuseness is related to the charge diffuseness q a as follows: 
We take the values of mq R for both 16 Sm from Ref. [21] . The values of the parameters providing the best agreement with the data are collected in Table 1 .
It should be noted that the typical experimental error in [3] for the data points used in our analysis is 0.5%. We consider achieving, for such precision data, the quality of theoretical description corresponding to Similar monotonic behavior of the calculated excitation function approaching the experimental one is observed in Figure 3 Thus, the values of R K and C τ extracted from the fusion data seems to be not unique but rather correlated. The reason for this correlation is that, due to the 
